Welcome to our 46th Edition of “Big School Buzz” as we flag the upcoming EduTECH
Africa Show, Africa’s largest ‘edtech’ conference and exhibition.
We trust that you will find this month’s edition of great value
again as we strive to provide you with ‘edunews’ you can really
use – from educational updates and lifestyle trends, to exciting
new product launches, technological breakthroughs, and
more. We’ll keep it light, fresh and informative, and an
absolute joy to read at all times. Please feel free to
pass it on to your fellow colleagues, friends and family
as we grow the “Big School Community”, together. And
be sure to lend a hand and light up a life, wherever you
can. Keep in touch!
Yours sincerely

Editor & Crew
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Smart Water For Green Schools - Water And Sanitation At The Heart
Of Community Development. Green Cross International launched the
Smart Water for Green Schools (SWGS) project in February 2010, under
the Green Cross Water for Life and Peace programme. SWGS works with
local partners to identify communities struggling with water poverty,
and, through simple and sustainable actions, transforms their schools into a source of pride and
hope in the eyes of students, teachers, parents and the entire community. Children experience
the life-changing value of water and hygiene first hand, and are encouraged to lift their
educational ambitions. With water resources becoming even more stressed, unpredictable and
unevenly distributed in many regions, it is increasingly vital for communities to take practical
action to secure their water supplies, optimize their resources and educate young people in
sustainable, responsible management. Providing water and sanitation services to schools engages
children, their parents and other community members in improving water security and maintaining
their role as guardians and agents of transformational change. >>>
iMadiba Project – Conversation Stations With A Difference. The
brainchild of artist and Matie alumnus, Erhardt Thiel. A global
(interactive) art project that is aimed at
celebrating Nelson Mandela’s incredible life and
legacy. Erhardt Thiel has created 15 sculptural
installations fashioned on Madiba’s prison cell at Robben Island. The vision
of the iMadiba Project is to create a safe space of note for brutally honest
conversations, and a perfect listening corner too. >>>
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Chess Improves Academic Performance Amongst Children. Chess is a
classic game of strategy, invented more than 1500 years ago in India.
Legend has it that the ruler of India asked his wise men to devise a way
to teach the children of the royal family to become better thinkers and
better generals on the battlefield – chess was the result. The value of
chess for children may be much more than mere entertainment and amusement. Many parents,
teachers and researchers are convinced that “Chess Makes Kids Smart” (a slogan coined by the
USA Chess Federation). Chess has long been recognised throughout the world as a builder of
strong intellects and its ability to improve the cognitive skills, rational thinking and reasoning of
even the least promising of children. Chess increases mental prowess, instils a sense of selfconfidence and self-worth, and improves communication and pattern recognition skills. It
teaches the core values of hard work, concentration, objectivity and commitment and develops
a child’s mind, in a fun and engaging manner. >>>
Edutopia – A Wonderful Place Where Innovation Is The Rule, Not The
Exception. George Lucas’ vision is of a new world of learning, a place
where students and parents, teachers and administrators, policy makers
and the people they serve are all empowered to change education for
the better; a place where schools provide rigorous project-based
learning, social-emotional learning, and access to new technology; a place where innovation is the
rule, not the exception; a place where students become lifelong learners and develop appropriate
21st Century skills, especially in information literacy. It’s a place of inspiration and aspiration based
on the urgent belief that improving education is key to the survival of the human race. >>>
Stress-Free Homework Yields Dividends. Children are a lot more
successful at school when parents take an active interest in their
homework, studies and projects – it shows kids that you do care about
them and their scholastic performance and progress. Parents can be
supportive by demonstrating study techniques and organizational skills,
explaining a tricky problem or two, or just simply encouraging kids to take a short break over a
refreshing drink, and a quick bite to eat. Encouragement is essential at all times and is a parental
imperative. >>>
Hearing Matters – Give Your Child’s Hearing The Attention It Deserves.
Your child’s hearing is the means through which spoken communication
develops and flourishes. Hearing is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon.
Even a mild hearing loss during those crucial first years of language and
speech development can cause a child to misperceive speech sounds, and
may result in a delay of normal communication development. Hearing is one of a child’s most
precious senses. Give your child’s hearing the attention it deserves. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Smart schools and student-centric education gives students the edge. >>>



Growing together is the key to creative parenting. >>>



Green schoolyards foster intellectual growth and well-being. >>>



Parent-Teacher partnerships improve student performance. >>>



Good lunch box nutrition gets them through the school day. >>>

